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Abstract 

 

Background Across centuries, games are part of human life. In his article "Keeping up with ... 

Gamification," Kim (2015) indicated that the development of Information Technology has 

taken gaming to the reach of individuals around the world, thus expanding worldwide 

collaboration and interaction. Parallelly, With the removal of the obstructions of time and 

space, E-learning platforms have attracted millions of students. "Here we are now, entertain 

us," if we could pick one phrase that would portray modern learning procedure, this statement 

would suit best. Games have been available in education for quite a while (Sciforce, 2018). 

Turning to this strategy in E-learning would have been unavoidable. However, gamification is 

not equivalent to games intrinsically. It is alluded to as the "utilization of game components 

within non-game contexts" (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011). Although previous 

studies illustrate the noticeable benefits of gamification in E-learning, the negative effects 

however remain largely implicit and overlooked. 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to explore the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning in the 

eyes of university students who are familiar with modern technology and terms in learning 

field and has decided to choose a course that is very focus and meet their need. The study 

thereby helps university students and the others to understand the comprehensive view about 

gamification in E-learning, especially in the negative side. Moreover, this paper would help the 

E-learning platforms for better Gamification-design. 

Method: Following the purpose of this study, an exploratory qualitative research with an inductive 

approach was used. In particular, in-depth interviews with open-ended questions were utilized 

to have an insight into the interviewees' perception about Gamification in E-learning. 

 

Conclusion:  The result of the study indicate that gamification could make student get bored (Attention), 

losing confident, stressful and feeling helplessness (Confident), annoying, uncomfortable and 

reluctant (Satisfaction), distracted and want to give up (Volition) 

In the theme of Engagement, gamification has the noticeable negative impact on Community 

Support factor, slightly impact on Peer Collaboration and Cognitive Problem solving, and 

almost no effect on Interact with Instructor and Learning Management factor. In detail, 

gamification could make learners feel useless, frustrate, confusing, and want to give up. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Justification 

Games have been available in instruction for quite many years: role-playing games planned for 

preparing learners for real-life situations have been utilized in a wide scope of fields — from the 

second language educating to corporate trainings, and different kinds of simulators are beginning to 

slowly displace driving lessons (Sciforce, 2018). Turning to this strategy in E-learning would have been 

unavoidable. However, gamification is not equivalent to games intrinsically. It is alluded to as the 

utilization of game components within non-game contexts (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 

2011). The focal idea is to take the "building blocks" of games, and to execute these in real-world 

circumstances, regularly with the goal of motivating particular behavior within the particular 

circumstance. It is broadly acknowledged as promising and is quite seriously by the E-learning field: 

by 2018, gamification in E-learning would have developed to a 5.5 billion USD worldwide market 

(Sciforce, 2018).  

The gamification strategy provides benefits that go in accordance with the E-learning philosophy. 

First, gamification provide a better learning experience - having a ton of fun during the time spent 

learning would bring about more significant levels of engagement which, thusly, will prompt better 

recall and retention. Secondly, E-learning offers a more customer-oriented casual environment, where 

the learner could practice without being punished, especially if combined with gamification. Moreover, 

students could know the instant feedback of what they know or what they should know. Last but not 

least, gamification in E-learning could be applied for most learning needs, including sales, client 

supports, and so on in most of educational institutions or platforms (Sailer, Hense, Mayr, & Mandl, 

2017). As should be obvious, these benefits are predominantly related with encouraging students' 

engagement and motivation which accomplishes higher levels of retention and remembering (Sciforce, 

2018). 

 

1.2. Problem discussion  

There are always two sides to every issue. Despite the fact that literatures have been mentioned 

thousands of benefits of gamification in E-learning, there might be several implicit negative effects 

that people normally ignore. Thus, a research about the negative impact of Gamification in E-learning 

could contribute for further developments in Gamification. 
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University students are learners who are familiar with technology and new modern terms in learning 

field, thus their knowledge and point of view about Gamification in E-learning would be more clear, 

interesting and informative. Therefore, the research focused on the point of views of university 

students. Model of E-learning with gamification for advanced education is intended to maximize 

learners' engagement, and motivation. Current theories of successful learning propose that learning is 

most effective when it is dynamic, experiential, situated, issue-based, and provides quick feedback 

(Boyle, Connolly, & Hainey, 2011). Gamification in E-learning platforms appears to have a potential 

to raise learner motivation, nonetheless, it is not trivial to accomplish that impact, and enormous 

endeavors are required in the design and execution of the experience for it to be completely motivating 

for participants (Dominguez, o.a., 2013). For better design of gamification, the E-learning platforms 

must understand students' backgrounds and needs. Most of students in advanced education have 

formed their personal objectives and career orientation. Moreover, seriousness of study at the higher 

education is, by and large, greater than in the lower levels. Students in advanced education are 

progressively mindful of the significance of education they have picked (Urh, Vukovic, Jereb, & Pintar, 

2015). 

 

1.3. Research purpose 

The purpose of this study is to explore the implicit negative effects of Gamification in E-learning in 

the eyes of University students. As this study aims to explore the negative effect of Gamification in 

E-learning in the eyes of university student, an exploratory qualitative research with an inductive 

approach was used. Generally, there are cultural differences among continents. Therefore, in-depth 

interviews consisting of open-ended questions were employed to identify unnoticed possible 

downsides of gamification in E-learning that could provide insights to improve current measurements 

of outcomes of gamification in E-learning. By that, this paper might help the educational institutions 

and platform to discover the appropriate design for Gamification in E-learning and propose 

compatible strategies for Online courses in University or higher education 

Although previous studies illustrate the noticeable benefits of gamification in E-learning, the negative 

effects however remain largely implicit and overlooked. Therefore, this study seeks for the answer of 

the question 

“What are the possible implicit negative effects of Gamification in E-learning?” 
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1.4. Contribution 

In spite of having a limited sample size, this study still offers meaningful findings that could be applied 

in a business context, especially for the E-learning platforms for university students. By exploring the 

negative effect of Gamification in E-learning basing on motivation and engagement factors, the results 

indicate that gamification has remarkable effect on Attention, Confidence, Satisfaction and Volition 

of students while slightly degree of impact is applying for Relevance. In detail, Gamification could 

make students get bored, losing interest, confidence, feel demotivated, helplessness, stressful, stupid, 

annoying, unfair, uncomfortable, reluctant, distracted and want to give up.  Besides, gamification has 

the noticeable negative impact on Community Support factor, slightly impact on Peer Collaboration 

and Cognitive Problem solving, and almost no effect on Interact with Instructor and Learning 

Management factor. In particular, gamification could make learners feel useless, frustrate and 

confusing.  

The contributions of this research to existing literature have been in identifying two distinct themes 

clarifying the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning including Motivation and Engagement. 

For that matter, this research contributes to the debate about the effectiveness of Gamification in E-

learning field. As limited research thus far have addresses the negative effect of Gamification in E-

learning, this thesis has aimed to fulfill this gap.  Additionally, with the exploring content, the thesis 

contributes a better comprehensive view about gamification, facilitate further research on this modern 

topic in the future. Moreover, with the exploring of the negative effect, the thesis could contribute to 

the managers of E-learning website the knowledge of how to enhance, improve, maintain and update 

the framework of the platform. Similarity, the thesis provides insights for managers who are trying to 

develop gamification system in other field such as business. 

 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1. E-learning 

E-learning is characterized as data and communication technologies used to help understudies to 

enhance their learning (Higher Education Funding Council for England , 2005). Normark and 

Cetindamar (2005) depict E-learning as the capacity of framework to electronically transfer, manage, 
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support, and regulate learning and learning materials. E-learning stages and website applications are 

extremely well known, enabling clients to access information directly via web (Zamfiroiu & Sbora, 

2014). E-learning has its pros (Draves, 2007). E-learning allows students to learn from any place and 

at any time. As indicated by Urh and Jereb (2014) there are measurably significant contrasts between 

the components of time with respect to learning and average grade. Because of advantages of E-

learning, for examples: topographical reach, student control (regarding flexibility and convenience), 

and cost efficiency in course delivery and management, instructive organizations and professional 

institutions are embracing E-learning by conducting an expand array of technology empowered 

platforms (Hu & Hui, 2012), In any case, E-learning has its downsides and impediments. As per a 

noteworthy report by Singh and Hardaker (2014), there are obstructions and impediments in utilizing 

E-learning. 

E-learning nowadays has turned out to be one of the trendy expressions in preparing in the Learning 

and Development space. It has been lauded for its flexibility and low expenditure. Hassan, M. A., 

Habiba, U., Majeed, F., and Shoaib, M. (2019) express that because the barriers of time and distance 

are not no longer exist, E-learning platforms have pulled in a huge number of students, however these 

platforms are encountering a critical drop-out proportion. One of the essential purposes behind this 

issue is the absence of motivation among the students as a result of the similar learning knowledge 

gave to them in spite of their varying learning styles. Various researchers have presented gamification 

as an answer for understudies' engagement. The system has improved engagement levels a piece, yet 

it is not as helpful as it was relied upon to be. One of the essential issues with gamification components 

is their failure to prompt intrinsic motivation among students. To focus on this issue, the authors have 

proposed a framework that recognizes the learning style of the learners depending on their interactions 

with the framework and gives an adaptive gamification experience as per their distinguished learning 

dimensions. The aftereffects of the investigations demonstrate that the motivation of students raise 

by 25%, and the drop-out proportion is diminished by 26%. Nevertheless, several gaps are identified 

such as: The framework does not give any feedback to the students on their week concepts. 

Additionally, the framework does not either motivate learners who need to cover themselves what 

they miss before entering the system. 

 

2.2. Important factors in E-learning 
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Pedagogy - Pedagogy is the technique and practice of educating, particularly as a scholarly subject or 

theoretical notion (Oxford Dictionaries, 2014). E-pedagogy may comprehensively be characterized as 

learning plan that incorporates instructive quality, values and efficiency of educating, learning and 

appraisal exercises supported by technology (Warwick, 2007). 

Technology - Technology is an essential framework that enables the implementation of E-learning. 

The utilization of computerized technologies and social networking has developed quickly in the 

course of the most recent decades, and these technologies are progressively being joined into the 

instructing of advanced education (Laurillard, 2005; Garrison D. R., 2011). Instructive technologies 

could be explained as applications that happen both helped by technological aptitudes and educative 

ability of teachers. Just as such they could improve the involvement of new technologies in the 

instructive framework and could facilitate the procedure of harmonization of essential knowledge 

(Bedrule-Grigoruta & Rusua, 2014)). It is crucial to choose the ideal technology, which would permit 

reliability of E-learning. 

Design - The absence of client profile investigation, proper design methods, and gamification outlines 

which are too simple, could prompt applications accomplishing results underneath their desires 

(Pedreira, Garcia, Brisaboa, & Piattini, 2015). While plainly gamification has created some encouraging 

outcomes, the design approach comes with a critical risk (Browne, Anand, & Gosse, 2014). According 

to Urh, Vukovic, Jereb, Pintar (2015), approximately 80% of all gamification applications would fail 

to meet their targets because of poor design. As indicated by certain suggestions (Usability.gov, 2014), 

great design must give data which is: valuable, usable, desirable, findable, accessible and credible. 

People - The fundamental reason for E-learning is to give knowledge through technology. E-learning 

must be systematized so that students are happy with it. For good organization of E-learning, it is 

important to know the client traits, for example, level of education, major subjects, age, occupation, 

gender, culture, aptitudes, and so forth. Different specialists ought to be involved with the procedure 

of the organization and implementation of E-learning, for example: project managers, usability 

specialists, accessibility specialists, programming engineers, teachers, students, knowledge engineers, 

instructive support officers, designers, educational specialists, editors, and so on (Urh, Vukovic, Jereb, 

& Pintar, 2015). 

Learning material - According to its substance, the design of the electronic version of materials does 

not contrast essentially from conventional printed materials. Materials must be founded on similar 
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standards, which implies that goals must be plainly set. The material ought to be divided into discrete 

areas or learning units and ought to be appropriately structured in terms of substance and didactics 

(Gerlic, Debevec, Dobnikar, Smitek, & Korže, 2002) 

Finance - Finance is a significant part in E-learning. Financial calculations must consider different 

elements of E-learning. As stated by Gerlic (2000), some of them are: how long are required for 

instructive work; how long could be actualized with the help of outer resources; area of the instructive 

work; which instructors require for their work; which media would be required for independent work 

of students; which instruments would be required for assessments. 

Motivation is one of the most factor that could measure the effectiveness of a student. Fazamin, A., 

Ali, N. H., Saman, Y., & Yusoff, M. H. (2015) express that learners' motivation is a significant factor 

in guaranteeing the achievement of E-learning implementation. So as to guarantee learners is inspired 

to utilize E-learning, motivational configuration has been utilized during the improvement procedure 

of E-learning applications. The utilization of gamification in learning context could build students 

inspiration. The ARCS+G model of motivational design is utilized as a guide for the gamification of 

learning. This investigation centers around the impact of gamification on learners' motivation in 

utilizing E-learning applications dependent on the ARCS+G model. Information from the 

Instructional Materials Motivation Scale (IMMS) poll, were assembled and broke down for 

comparison of two gatherings (one control and one experimental) in attention, relevance, confidence, 

and satisfaction categories. In view of the aftereffect of investigation, students from the experimental 

gathering are progressively inspired to utilize E-learning applications in comparison with the 

controlled gathering. This demonstrates gamification influence students' inspiration when utilized in 

E-learning applications. However, this examination still has its gaps in the population test and analysis. 

This investigation essentially incorporates Six Form understudies at a school that have just 24 

respondents. Analysis was done on the reliability evaluations for motivational scales utilizing 

Cronbach's coefficient alpha and non-parametric test Mann-Whitney U. Thus, the further research 

possibly incorporates a bigger population to acquire an example of respondents progressively precise. 

Analysis would be finished by a variety of methodologies to decide the impact of gamification effect 

on students' inspiration.  

Furthermore, the more in-depth research about motivation is published. Bernik, A., Bubaš, G., & 

Radošević, D. (2018) present the result of a research which was process in two stages. The first part 

of the study contains literature search discoveries and analyses the current self-assessment scales for 
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estimating inspiration and satisfaction of students that were created by different writers. In the second 

part of the paper, the authors made a battery of self-assessment measures for gathering data for a 

general arrangement of gamification-related factors chose in understanding to those that are accounted 

for in literature. These scales were developed by (a) adjustment and improvement of things from 

existing measures and (b) creation of novel things for measures of builds that were seen as significant 

in research articles on gamification and instructive games. The first empirical assessment of this new 

questionnaire (battery of evaluation scales) was performed on a huge sample of learners (N=201) who 

went to a hybrid course on PC programming. These respondents were separated into an experimental 

group, which utilized gamified E-learning course material, and a control group, which utilized a parallel 

(non-gamified) form of the E-learning course with equivalent theoretical contentment. For every self-

assessment size of the questionnaire Cronbach alpha coefficients were determined and the scales were 

lightly corrected to enhance their inner consistency. The authors report the outcomes concerning the 

impacts of gamification on inspiration and fulfillment, which were estimated by individual evaluation 

scales. It could be concluded that the impacts of gamification ought not be estimated uniquely by the 

distinction in learning effect, yet in addition as to the experience of students with the online courses, 

their degree of inspiration and fulfillment. The gamification of E-learning courses could possibly make 

people feel more interesting, inspiring, engaging, enjoying and cooperative virtual environment, which 

might compensate for the events when the learning effect of an e-course is in dissimilarity with the 

investment of teachers' time, exertion and commitment in technological innovation. Nonetheless, the 

measurable impacts of gamification in type of more prominent learning accomplishment were not 

great compared with the time and exertion for the readiness and implementation of this kind of online 

course. The authors found that it might display a challenge for teachers who need advance abilities 

for the utilization of gamification instructional method and technology. At last, there could be several 

organizational inertias in acknowledgment and limited school support for fruitful usage of 

gamification. It should likewise be noticed that for many reasons that the attitude of teachers toward 

gamified learning may be negative. 

Moreover, motivation could be trigger by the combination of visualization and gamification.  

Mozelius, P., Collin, J., & Olsson, M. (2015) present and talks about visualization as a channel to 

improve student control, and gamification as an approach to expand study motivation in virtual 

learning situations. Information has been gathered by assessment polls and gathering dialogs in two 

courses somewhat given in the Moodle virtual learning condition. One course is on Game based 
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learning for Bachelor's projects, the other is a course on E-learning for university educators. Both the 

courses have utilized progress bars to visualize understudies' study paths and computerized 

identifications for gamification. Gamification by digital badges is the elements that have different 

inspirational effects in various study group and in conventional university programs, the customary 

points seem to be the main carrots. 

Beside motivation, lots of elements are necessary to take into consideration for E-learning. Amriani, 

A., Aji, A. F., Utomo, A. Y., & Junus, K. M. (2014) indicated that Successful E-learning expects leaners 

to be dynamic, subsequently, making a domain that engage the students is one of the difficulties. One 

of the approaches to build an engagement in E-learning condition is by applying gamification idea. It 

improves client engagement by advancing the framework with the game design components. This 

paper intends to analyze the effect of gamification environment on E-learning framework by 

observing student’s quantitative interaction. 38 learners from various high schools were willfully joined 

to test out two different frameworks. This test center around observing the effect of removing and 

adding gamification the current E-learning framework. The outcome demonstrates that removing 

gamification causes critical decrement on leaners participation while adding gamification had no 

noteworthy effect. Yet, several gaps are found in the paper. First is the technical aspect, there were 

some technical issues that may influence the outcome, for instance a few students had their PC broken 

and furthermore difficulties on getting to the web. Second is the environmental aspect. The 

distinctions of learning material that conveyed in first and second week could take effect on learner 

participation. Some of students said the learning materials were too hard which cause them to 

experience problem on following the discussion. While there is likewise phrase that the learners felt 

that the learning material is great because it is a new area of knowledge for them. A few learners 

additionally said that the user interface should have been fixed, in spite of the fact they think that it is 

simple to utilize, it is still needing an enhancement for the design. Last is the participants aspect. 

Different character of every member may influence the outcome, as it impacts the discussion and 

communication of every individuals. Other issue is some of students could not participate actively in 

a couple of days as a result of influenced by fevers. The daily routine of every student is likewise 

different, thus brings about various accessible online time. 

Besides. Engagement is also a crucial element in the research of gamification in E-learning. 

Rutkauskiene, D., Gudoniene, D., Maskeliunas, R., & Blazauskas, T. (2016) introduce the paper with 

the goals: (1) Overview the current methodologies and models of gamification; (2) Present the design 
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of gamification model for members' engagement; (3) Present the aftereffects of execution of the 

gamification model. The made gamification model depends on the extrinsic motivational tools. The 

strategy is directed to make a pack of tools which would be efficient for learning on the web and 

would keep students engaged. The method includes pointing framework, social challenge and 

achievements to support student's engagement to the learning content. The method for members' 

engagement was executed into the learning platform and tried with students. The aftereffects of the 

pilot testing uncovered that tools utilized for engagement incitement was picked right. A large portion 

of students are motivated to learn independent from anyone else. Nevertheless, there was a small 

group of students did not show the expected interests which demonstrates the issues with motivation 

boosts or the platform. Therefore, the model needs to be developed more in the further research 

 

2.3. Motivational factors in E-learning 

According to Keller (2016), there are five main factors that affect motivation of learners in E-learning 

including: Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction and Volition (ARCS – V model) 

Attention includes connecting with the student by the utilization of intriguing graphics, animation or 

any sort of occasion that presents incongruity or confliction. Different parts of attention involve 

mystery (unresolved issues that invigorate a sense of inquiry) and variability (the client adjusts and 

loses enthusiasm over time (Keller, 2016) 

Relevance includes giving consistent objectives (related to intrinsic motive) that are associated with 

the students' past experiences and future objectives and are suitable with their individual learning 

styles. This factor has connections to the Goal Theory which accept that building up objectives to be 

acquired rouses behavior (Ruth Smith, 2008). These might be learning objectives or performance 

objectives and they could be proximal (those that could be accomplished in a sensibly brief timeframe 

outline) or distal (those that would be met far into the future). Beside defining clear objectives, it 

additionally says that leaners should be kept informed regarding their advancement towards meeting 

these objectives (Hodges, 2004). 

Confidence includes helping learners to build up positive anticipations for success. This factor has 

connections to the Self-Efficacy Theory and Attribution Theory. Self-efficacy is the assumption that 

one is fit for acting in a specific way to achieve certain objectives. Attribution is related to how a 
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student clarifies successes and failures. A student might attribute the success or failure on a task to 

himself/herself or to reasons outer to him. The ARCS model contends that instruction should put 

forth an attempt to assist students with attributing their learning results to that which is controllable 

(Keller, 2016) 

Satisfaction includes structuring guidance with the goal that students increase positive emotions about 

their learning experiences. This factor could be connected to the Expectancy-Value Theory which 

contends that students expect certain results from behaviors and the more valued the results (Hodges, 

2004) . Additionally, learners must feel that the measure of work required was fitting and that there 

was no preference influencing everything. Inspirational techniques used to expand student satisfaction 

are verbal support, rewards, individual attention, criticism, and considerable avoidance of negative 

impacts (Keller, 2016) 

Volition alludes to the level of responsibility the students have toward accomplishing the learning 

prerequisites and whether they would continue to the end. In the event that volition is feeble, they 

would be easily distracted and not liable to grow great study plans. On the off chance that it is 

excessively high, they would  experience issues knowing how and when to arrive at closure on their 

study; they would over investigation in an anxious way rather than a way that raises learning and 

retention (Keller, 2016) 

 

2.4. Engagement factors in E-learning 

According to Lee, Song & Hong (2019), learner engagement in E-learning was made out of six 

components: Psychological motivation, peer collaboration, cognitive problem solving, interactions 

with instructors, community support, and learning management. To begin with, the psychological 

motivation factor speaks to students' concerns or emotions, for example, expectations, desires, and 

inspiration that is identified with E-learning. Learning inspiration and learning desires are basic for 

more higher level of learning exercises in E-learning platforms.  

Second, the peer collaboration alludes to exercises which students discuss information, knowledge 

and cooperatively solve issues. Community-oriented learning is a procedure of building and 

understanding knowledge with companions, and it is perceived as a significant part of learner 

engagement (Hu, Kuh, & Li, 2008). Since collaborative learning and interaction is getting progressively 
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significant in the E-learning platforms, it is upheld by the way that the learning management 

framework furnished E-students with a greater number of functions encouraging collaborative 

learning than those in the face-to-face learning condition (Lee, Song, & Hong, 2019) 

Third, cognitive problem solving speaks to the way toward gaining, understanding, and using 

knowledge. These are significant components since they influence learning accomplishment (Shroff, 

Vogel, Coombes, & Lee, 2007). The factor refer to the way that student approach, build, analyze and 

applying knowledge in 3 different types of E-learning activities such as absorb-type, do-type, and 

connect-type (Horton, 2011) 

Fourth, interactions with instructors shows the manner of behaving engagement where the student 

interact with the teacher of an online course. In the E-learning platform, the degree of engagement is 

higher when the students sense an instructing presence that they feel in the actual learning field with 

the teacher (Jung & Lee, 2018). Teaching presence is encouraged when the students interact with 

teachers frequently (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2010). Students effectively learn when they feel a 

significant level of teaching presence through persistent association with the professor in E-learning 

courses (Joo, Lim, & Kim, 2011). Hence, communications with the professors appear to be the 

fundamental factor in expanding student engagement. 

Fifth, the community support factor is identified with the mental condition of the students, for 

example, the bonds or the feeling of network that is framed among students that are enrolled in the 

same online courses. Emotional feeling of belonging could be a main consideration in the prevention 

of dropouts and help learners to participate in classes. One explanation behind the high dropout rate 

is identified with the absence of bonds or the feeling of community among students in online courses. 

In the event that students lack a feeling of association or having a community with their fellow 

students, at that point they would in general easily skip classes or leave them early, which might in the 

long run lead them to drop out (Finn, 1989). As it were, to expand the degree of retention rate, teachers 

attempt to create more interactive environment, for example, net meetings to interaction, with the 

goal that students feel a passionate feeling of belonging in the learning network (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 

2004). 

At last, learning management underscores the manner of behaving engagement commitment in which 

students manage their own learning during dynamic learning participation in online courses. This 

factor is identified with active and self-directed learning exercises for students in an autonomous 
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learning condition. As indicated by Parkes, Reading, and Stein (2013), engagement in the E-learning 

platform could show up as behavior characteristics, for example, excluding distractions in the platform 

during the online class, managing learning by utilizing the online framework, and dealing with the 

learning plan by taking a lecture plan when taking the online class (Lee, Song, & Hong, 2019). 

 

2.5. Game mechanics, game dynamics and gamification 

According to Maroney (2001), games could be characterized as "a type of play with objectives and 

structure." Entertaining games give engaging activities, and no doubt a long way from waning, 

enthusiasm for games for relaxation is yet developing. PC gamified services, for example, Nike+, 

Zombies, Run! Fitocracy, and Runkeeper are all target organizing, supporting and inspiring the activity 

exercises (Hamari & Koivisto, 2013). It has additionally been recommended that players of business 

games are develop problem solving and the best skills, and that great business games illustrate great 

learning principles that give chances to gamers to connect effectively and brilliantly during game play 

(Gee, 2003). As indicated by Grünberg (2014), game mechanics are the agents, objects, components 

and their connections in the game. They characterize the game as a rule-based framework, determining 

what there is, the means by which everything carries on, and how players could associate with the 

game world. Game dynamics are the emergent behavior that emerges from game play, when the 

mechanics are placed into utilization and aesthetics are the passionate reaction from the players to the 

game play. Some popular game mechanics components are (Bunchball, Inc., 2010): points, levels, 

achievements, badges, leader boards, and virtual gifts. Some game dynamics components are rewards, 

status, rivalry, self-expression and so on. Schonfeld (2010) depicts 47 game elements components. 

From 2010 onwards, a new trend is emerged, designated by gamification, has developed. Gamification 

could be characterized as the "utilization of game structure components to rouse client conduct in 

non-game settings" (Deterding S. , 2011). As indicated by (Dominguez et al., 2013), gamification 

illustrates incorporating game components into a non-gaming programming application to expand 

client experience and engagement. Gamification has been applied in a wide range of domains in the 

ongoing years (Pedreira, Garcia, Brisaboa, & Piattini, 2015) trying to improve the consequences of 

employees in the advancement of their routinely tasks and duties (Hugos, 2012). Gartner, Inc. (2011) 

predicts that over 50% of organizations would gamify innovation forms by 2015, as gamification gives 

quickened feedback, clear objectives and challenging exercises. As reported by Biro (2014), 
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gamification has several usual components with the behaviorist learning theory, similar to 

predominance of positive reinforcements, little step-by-step tasks, immediate feedback, and dynamic 

challenges. Instructive gamification proposes the utilization of game-like rule frameworks, player 

experiences and cultural jobs to shape students' behavior (Sua & Cheng, 2013). 

Appropriately developed E-learning which utilizes gamification could raise satisfaction, engagement, 

efficiency and productivity of learners. Proper mix of E-learning, gamification and balanced tasks and 

skills could lead learners into the so-called state of flow (Urh, Vukovic, Jereb, & Pintar, 2015). 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) depicts the flow as an ideal experience portrayed as a condition of being 

completely engaged and focused on an activity. As stated by McGonigal (2011), emotion of flow is 

activated by four components that great games have in common: goals, rules, feedback, and voluntary 

participation. In the event that the level of the difficulty of assignments is accurately balanced, it could 

drive the players to a flow state which is extremely spurring (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008).  As indicated by 

Jackson and Eklund (2002), flow is a significant part of challenging exercises where an individual's 

concentration and abilities are crucial for a result. 

 

2.6. Gamification and E-learning 

Games normally enable players to restart or play repeatedly, making mistakes recoverable. This 

opportunity to fail enables learners to experiment without dread and expands learner engagement (Lee 

& Hammer, 2011). Gamification must not be confused with programmed learning or PC based 

learning, despite the fact that a portion of the interpretations propose the latter, only underlining the 

similarity of the theory with the new technologies (Biro, 2014). The essence of gamification does not 

lie in technology, yet the different learning condition and the framework of choices and prizes, all 

planned for expanding inspiration and reaching higher levels of engagement in the learning procedure 

(Kapp, 2012). Well-planned instructive games offer proceeding opportunities for player improvement, 

large amount of feedback, assignments that unreasonably complicate for any one individual to solve 

alone, and environments that adjust because of students' activities (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002; 

Barab, Gresalfi, & Ingram-Goble, 2010). In research and practice, a few endeavors of bringing of 

gamification into mixed learning and E-learning could be discovered (Landers & Callan, 2011; 

Muntean, 2011; Hickey & Rehak, 2013), however the study on gamification is still in its outset 

(Filsecker & Hickey, 2014). Since computer games started to be utilized in learning platforms, a few 
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models have been proposed for their utilization and design (Simões, Redondo, & Vilas, 2013). 

Wouters, Van der Spek, and Van Oostendorp (2009) presented a model of four sorts of learning 

results that games may have: cognitive learning results which they separated into knowledge and 

cognitive skills, emotional learning results and communicative learning results. Another noteworthy 

observation is that in the event that we wish to consolidate games into learning platforms, it is 

fundamental to build up a superior comprehension of the tasks, exercises, skills and operations that 

various types of games could offer and examine how these may match the ideal learning results 

(Pedreira, Garcia, Brisaboa, & Piattini, 2015). 

Almost everybody loves playing game and because of that, the term gamification is become more 

popular in many industries including education. Strmečki, D., Bernik, A., & Radošević, D. (2015) state 

that gamification is the utilization of game mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics, and the thought of gamers 

in non-game frameworks. Its principle goal is to build client's inspiration, experience and engagement. 

For a similar explanation, it has begun to penetrate in E-learning frameworks. Nonetheless, when 

utilizing gamified design components in E-learning, we should think about different sorts of students. 

In the periods of examination and structure of such components, the collaboration of instruction, 

technology, pedagogy, design and finance experts is required. The authors examine the improvement 

phases of bringing gamification into E-learning frameworks, different gamification design 

components and their suitability for utilization in E-learning systems. A few gamified plan 

components are discovered appropriate for E-learning (containing points, badges, trophies, 

customization, leader boards, levels, progress tracking, challenges, feedback, social engagement loops 

and the freedom to fail). Advices for the use of every one of those components in E-learning 

frameworks are likewise given in this paper. In view of those advises and identified phases with respect 

to presenting gamification data E-learning frameworks, the authors led a test concentrate to examine 

the impact of gamification of an informatics online course. Results demonstrated that students took 

on the gamified version of the online module made more prominent learning progress. However, 

some gaps have been identified, for examples: The paper is center around examining in specific 

courses which are informatics while a key for successful gamification usage is the good determination 

of design components and collaboration of specialists in the fields of education, technology, pedagogy, 

design and finance. 

There are several models appear to the term gamification in E-learning recently. For examples, Klock, 

A. C., Cunha, L. F., Carvalho, M. F., Rosa, B. E., Anton, A. J., & Gasparin, I. (2015) present introduces 
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a conceptual model to the gamification procedure of E-learning situations. This model means to help 

distinguish which components are associated with the gamification procedure related with four 

measurements (Who, Why, What and How). The model gives data of what game components, on-

screen characters, information and behavior are engaged with the gamification procedure. To 

comprehend which game component is normally utilized by E-learning systems, the authors 

investigated ten diverse gamified E-learning systems. This investigation depended on authors' 

connection into every system, and the investigation of some course freely accessible. From the thirteen 

for the most part normal game components depicted in the writing, the E-learning which had most 

game components support seven of them. Yet, the subject is new, various situations have incorporated 

gamification components to improve engagement and inspiration of students. As future work, the 

authors may propose to broaden the conceptual model, expecting to turn it adjusted to the students’ 

profile and preferences. 

Besides, Urh, M., Vukovic, G., Jereb, E., & Pintar, R. (2015) introduce the model for presentation of 

gamification into the field of E-learning in higher education. Concepts and differences among systems 

and techniques for game-mechanics and game elements are clarified. With appropriate integration of 

gamification in the field of E-learning into advanced education, a positive effect on the learning 

procedure could be accomplished, for example, higher fulfillment, inspiration and greater engagement 

of learners. The significance of clearly defined goals, standards, techniques and mechanisms of 

gamification that influence the dynamics of the learners is appeared. The authors introduce a far-

reaching perspective on the gamification idea in higher education. The pros and cons of presenting 

gamification in E-learning are shown. The paper joins the traits of gamification with E-learning and 

demonstrates the potential outcomes of utilization in practical. Nonetheless, the model needs further 

research with the more expectation about integration of personalization, artificial intelligence into E-

adapting, however those frameworks need loads of significant data to develop. 

The research of personalization of student in learning is conducted. Roosta, F., Taghiyareh, F., & 

Mosharraf, M. (2016) proposes a categorization of gamification-components and students' motivation 

type to advance a learning management framework with the upsides of personalization and 

gamification. This categorization utilizes the students' motivation type to allocate gamification-

components in learning conditions. To discover the likely relations between gamification-components 

and students' motivation type, a field-research is conducted to quantify students' motivation alongside 

their interests in gamification-components. In view of the consequences of the survey, all the 
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gamification-components are categorized by related motivation types, which structure the proposed 

order. To research the impacts of this personalization approach, a gamified learning management 

framework is readied. The framework is assessed in Technical English course at University of Tehran. 

And the test results on the normal investment rate show the adequacy of the personalization approach 

on the students' motivation. However, this paper has the limitation of experimental time (1 month) 

and the quantity of the participants (100 individuals). 

Not only conceptual model, but also many conference researches started to publish for this 

contemporary issue. Bernik, A., Radošević, D., & Bubaš, G. (2017) conducted an empirical research 

presenting with respect to the utilization of gamification in online educating of programming. A 

gamified e-course was intended for the teachers in programming, and a possible beneficial impact was 

inspected on the utilization of learning materials in an experimental gathering of leaners who would 

utilize a gamified e-course (online framework). In the study, an experimental research process was 

utilized since two independent and proportionate groups of students were engaged in learning 

equivalent learning material in two educationally unique online learning environments. In the focal 

experimental part of the examination, it was affirmed that the E-learning course which is structured 

by applying components of computer games (for example gamified) could have a beneficial outcome 

bringing about more prominent frequency of utilization of teaching materials in comparison with the 

course with the equivalent instructive content, but without the presence of components of computer 

games. The article however exists several gaps: First is the students' responsibilities. The research was 

processed during customary classes at the higher education schools. Notwithstanding utilizing the test 

E-learning framework, students had obligations in different courses. Emphasize that cooperation was 

voluntary. Conducting the experiment was arranged when leaners did not have a mid-term or final 

exams. Individual works and responsibilities at the degree of the study program could not be 

incorporated into the analysis of every learner remaining burden, yet it is possible that students had 

different responsibilities identified with different courses during the utilization of the experimental 

framework. Second is the timeframe of the utilization of online courses. Research experiment for each 

course were arranged with specific respect to the academic schedule and other instructive assignments. 

It was chosen that the measurement ought to be done in a short timeframe period during the two or 

three weeks after the leaners had accessed learning materials in the online courses that were intended 

for the experiment.  
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Moreover, Bouchrika, I., Harrati, N., Wanick, V., & Wills, G. (2019) indicated that regardless of the 

exceptional popularity to utilize creative gaming ideas inside the instructive context so as to advance 

active learning, engage students and handle motivational issues, there is a rising body of research work 

contending that gamification is not powerful to increment neither the students engagement nor the 

learning results. In this paper, an experimental examination is processed to investigate how 

gamification could primarily influence the learners' learning engagement and the interactivity degree 

with E-learning technologies. Besides, regardless of whether it tends to be considered as a driving 

push to help supported learning. A question board is structured and executed to enable learners ask 

and answer questions linked with their taught modules where scholastic staff could likewise contribute 

and approve the right answers. The obtaining of information is performed through a time of 10 

months so as to explore the gamification influence after some time. The gamified platform was 

coordinated with the online E-learning gateway of a college where the portal of E-learning is viewed 

as extremely poor. The outcomes have shown that gamification could be considered as a significant 

tool to motivate clients for the take-up of educational frameworks and raise their interactivity and 

engagement. Nevertheless, the experiment was conducted on the targets mainly from 18-26 years old 

who is familiar with the basic technologies. In additions, the languages for this case are Arabic and 

French which may be a con for applying in the international schools. 

Not to mention, the problem from teacher point of view in E-learning is also the issue which need to 

be solved. Lenz, L., Stehling, V., Haberstroh, M., & Isenhardt, I. (2018) present a Ph.D. research paper 

to deal with the question of what teachers need to apply game components in their course to raise 

their student inspiration. The general essence of gamification in advanced education is inspiring 

numerous sorts of students with their individual characters and preferences. All in all, gamification's 

complexity is underestimated, therefore there is only few of in-depth studies on which solutions could 

be appropriate for which student. This is the thing that this paper targets: giving guidance. It would 

not be an excellent solution and would not response to all issues. All things considered; it still definitely 

would be a significant advance towards making inspirational gamification in advanced education 

across disciplines. However, the guidance is too general.  

In compared with the great benefits of gamification in E-learning, Urh, M., Vukovic, G., Jereb, E., & 

Pintar, R. (2015) also mentioned several possible downsides due to the technology difficulty. In detail, 

the software design is failed to have realistic or articulated goals, accurate estimates require resources, 

well characterized framework necessities, rich reporting of the task's status, good risk management, 
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active correspondence among clients, developers, and customers. The utilization of obsolete 

technology, failure to deal with the project's multifaceted nature, sloppy development practices, poor 

undertaking the executives, stakeholder politics, and business pressures are also the reasons. 

The Table 1 provides summary of total reviewed 13 articles, highlighting each articles’ research 

strategy, theme, key findings and gaps. The table illustrate an assessment of published research in 

Gamification in E-learning sector. 
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Table 1: Full Sample of Articles Included in the Review 

 

Author, year, journal (book, 

conference proceeding title) 

Research 

Strategy 

Theme Key findings Gaps 

Amriani, Aji, Utomo, & Junus, 

(2014), 3rd International 

Conference on Computer 

Science and Network 

Technology 

Case study 

(observation) ( 

Analyzing the impact of 

gamification environment on E-

learning system by looking at 

student's quantitative interaction 

Removing gamification causes significant decrement 

on student participation while adding gamification 

had no significant impact. 

First is the technical aspect, there were some technical 

issues that may influence the outcome. Second is the 

environmental aspect. The distinctions of learning 

material that conveyed in first and second week could 

take effect on learner participation. Last is the 

participants aspect. Different character of every 

member may influence the outcome, as it impacts the 

discussion and communication of every individuals 

Bernik, Bubaš, & Radošević, 

(2018), 41st International 

Convention on Information 

and Communication 

Technology, Electronics and 

Microelectronics 

Grounded 

theory, 

Experiment 

(201 students) 

Analyzing the existing self-

assessment scales for measuring 

motivation and satisfaction of 

students that were developed by 

other authors. Then creating a 

battery of self-assessment measures 

for collecting data for an 

overarching set of gamification-

related constructs/variables 

selected in accordance to those that 

are reported in literature) 

The effects of gamification should not be measured 

only by the difference in learning effectiveness, but 

also with regard to the experience of learners with 

the online courses, their level of motivation and 

satisfaction. The gamification of E-learning courses 

has the potential to create a more interesting, 

motivating, engaging, enjoying and collaborative 

virtual environment, which may compensate for the 

occurrences when the learning effectiveness of an e-

course is in disparity with the investment of 

instructors' time, effort and engagement in 

technological innovation. 

The measurable impacts of gamification in type of 

more prominent learning accomplishment were not 

great compared with the time and exertion for the 

readiness and implementation of this kind of online 

course. The authors found that it might display a 

challenge for teachers who need advance abilities for 

the utilization of gamification instructional method 

and technology. At last, there could be several 

organizational inertias in acknowledgment and limited 

school support for fruitful usage of gamification. It 

should likewise be noticed that for many reasons that 

the attitude of teachers toward gamified learning may 

be negative 
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Bernik, A., Radošević, D., & 

Bubaš, G. (2017), International 

Convention on Information 

and Communication 

Technology 

Case study, and 

survey (43) 

Investigating the influence of the 

use of elements of computer games 

on learning outcomes in an online 

environment. 

Use of the elements of computer games 

(gamification) can be a meaningful way to increase 

student motivation and improve the educational 

effectiveness of online courses. The authors of this 

study conclude that the pedagogical design based on 

gamification places greater emphasis on student 

motivation in the learning process and makes an 

online course more interesting, as well as increases 

students' willingness to learn and their engagement 

with course materials. 

First are the students' responsibilities. The research 

was processed during customary classes at the higher 

education schools. Notwithstanding utilizing the test 

E-learning framework, students had obligations in 

different courses. Second is the timeframe of the 

utilization of online courses. Research experiment for 

each course were arranged with specific respect to the 

academic schedule and other instructive assignments. 

Bouchrika, Harrati, Wanick, & 

Wills (2019), Interactive 

Learning Environments 

Case study (899 

participants), 

descriptive 

statistics 

Exploring how gamification can 

firstly affect the student learning 

engagement and the interactivity 

level with E-learning technologies. 

Secondly, whether it can be 

considered as a driving thrust to 

support sustained learning. 

For the impact of gamification on the engagement, 

motivation and uptake for using E-learning 

technologies, the empirical results have revealed 

considerable positive impact for students who have 

made large contribution on the platform in terms of 

published content and accumulated scores. 

The experiment was conducted on the targets mainly 

from 18-26 years old who is familiar with the basic 

technologies. In additions, the languages for this case 

are Arabic and French which may be a con for 

applying in the international schools. 

Fazamin, Ali, Saman, & Yusoff 

(2015), International Journal of 

Emerging Technologies in 

Learning 

Experiment 

(24 students) 

Examining the influence of 

gamification on students’ 

motivation in using E-learning 

applications based on the ARCS+G 

model 

Gamification has positive effect on students’ 

motivation when used in E-learning applications. 

This examination still has its constraint in the 

population test, and analysis. This investigation 

essentially incorporates Form Six understudies at a 

school that have just 24 respondents 

Hassan, Habiba, Majeed, & 

Shoaib (2019), Interactive 

Learning Environments 

Experiment 

(200 students) 

Proposing a framework that 

identifies the learning style of 

students based on their interactions 

with the system and provides an 

adaptive gamification experience 

The results of the experiments show that the 

motivation of learners increases by 25%, and the 

drop-out ratio is reduced by 26%. 

The framework does not give any feedback to the 

students on their week concepts. Additionally, the 

framework does not either motivate learners who need 

to cover themselves what they miss before entering the 

system 
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according to their identified 

learning dimensions 

Klock, Cunha, Carvalho, Rosa, 

Anton, & Gasparin (2015), 

Learning and Collaboration 

Technologies 

 

Grounded 

theory 

Presenting a conceptual model to 

the gamification process of E-

learning environments 

From the thirteen mostly common game elements 

described in the literature, the E-learning who had 

most game elements support seven of them. On the 

one hand, despite of the area is new, and besides 

some E-learning systems have already some 

gamification process, they are in initial stage and they 

can be broadly explored. On the other hand, 

although the theme is new, different environments 

have incorporated gamification elements to improve 

engagement and motivation of students 

The subject is new, various situations have 

incorporated gamification components to improve 

engagement and inspiration of students. 

Lenz, Stehling, Haberstroh, & 

Isenhardt (2018),  

Grounded 

theory 

Bridging the gap between 

motivational categories and goals, 

the MDA (Mechanics-Dynamics-

Aesthetics) framework on game 

creation and student-centric 

gamification designs in higher 

education. 

In conclusion, gamification’s complexity is strongly 

underestimated, wherefore there is not a lot of in-

depth research on which solutions could be suitable 

for which audience. This is no gamification solution 

can be appealing to everyone 

The guidance is too general. 

Mozelius, Collin, & Olsson, 

(2015),  

Grounded 

theory 

Presents and discusses visualization 

as a channel to improve learner 

control, and gamification as a way to 

increase study motivation in virtual 

learning environments. 

Visualization by progress bars is a good way to 

improve course participants’ overview in online 

environments with rich and multifaceted content. 

Gamification by digital badges seems to have various 

motivational impacts in different study 

groups and in traditional university programs, the 

traditional grades seem to be the main carrots. 
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Roosta, Taghiyareh, & 

Mosharraf (2016), 8th 

International Symposium on 

Telecommunications (IST) 

Survey, 

Experiment 

(100 

individuals)  

Proposing a categorization of 

gamification-elements and learners' 

motivation type to enrich a learning 

management system with the 

advantages of personalization and 

gamification 

The experiments show the positive effectiveness of 

the personalization approach on the learners' 

motivation.  

This paper has the limitation of experimental time (1 

month) and the quantity of the participants (100 

individuals) 

Rutkauskiene, Gudoniene, 

Maskeliunas, & Blazauskas, 

(2016), Smart Education and 

E-learning 

Grounded 

theory, Case 

study 

(observation) 

Presenting the gamification model 

for E-learning participants’ 

engagement 

Gamification models can be designed differently 

which opens new perspectives for creativity. 

However, the difference of gamification models has 

one similarity which is included by all models—the 

motivation. Motivation is the key factor for the 

success of gamification models. 

There was a small group of students did not show the 

expected interests which demonstrates the issues with 

motivation boosts or the platform. Therefore, the 

model needs to be developed more in the further 

research. 

Strmečki, Bernik, Radošević 

(2015), Journal of Computer 

Sciences 

Experiment (55 

students) 

Introducing Gamified Design 

Elements into E-learning Systems 

Several gamified design elements are found suited 

for E-learning (including points, badges, trophies, 

customization, leader boards, levels, progress 

tracking, challenges, feedback, social engagement 

loops and the freedom to fail). Finding of 

experiment: students enrolled in the gamified version 

of the online module achieved greater learning 

success 

The paper is center around examining in specific 

courses which are informatics while a key for 

successful gamification usage is the good 

determination of design components and 

collaboration of specialists in the fields of education, 

technology, pedagogy, design and finance. 

Urh, Vukovic, Jereb, & Pintar, 

(2015), Social and Behavioral 

Sciences 

Grounded 

theory 

Presenting the model for 

introduction of gamification into 

the field of E-learning in higher 

education 

With proper integration of gamification in the field 

of E-learning into higher education, a positive 

impact on the learning process can be achieved, such 

as higher satisfaction, motivation and greater 

engagement of students. 

Further research: Expecting more noteworthy 

integration of personalization, artificial intelligence 

into e-adapting, however those frameworks need loads 

of significant data to develop. 
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In summary, as far as I could see, 12 out of 13 papers mentioned about the advantages of the 

gamification in E-learning, and only 1 paper present the disadvantages but also only in the 

technological aspect. Thus, many papers in the literature review stress the positive effect of 

gamification in E-learning, but a closer reading of these articles suggests that there can also be negative 

effects. These negative effects however remain largely implicit and overlooked. To explore these 

potential negative dimensions in gamification of E-learning, I primary pointed out the gaps of 13 

papers. First, there are many actual experiments but either with the small number of participants or 

some participants did not join enthusiastically, or with short period of time or focusing only on a 

specific course, which means we need further researches to confirm the outcomes. Second, some 

papers showed the conceptual frameworks to apply gamification into E-learning, the frameworks are 

either too general or does not motivate the learners due to the different preferences of students or the 

subjects (Gamification and E-learning) are the new terms. Moreover, the further researches focus on 

personalization to partly answer the above questions, but it leads to other issue due to the large amount 

of data for the artificial intelligence needed. Besides, the measurable impacts of gamification in type 

of more prominent learning accomplishment were not great compared with the time and exertion for 

the readiness and implementation of this kind of online course.  

Due to the fact that the reviewed literatures do not present the negative side of the impact of 

Gamification on E-learning. Hence, I would like to conduct a research to identify explicitly these 

potential negative dimensions in gamification of E-learning, as a first step that may allow further 

research to measure and quantify them  

 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Research Philosophy 

A research philosophy alludes to the beliefs of convictions relating the idea of the reality being 

explored (Bryman, 2012). It is the fundamental meaning of the nature of knowledge. The assumptions 

generated by a research philosophy give the support to how the research would be embraced (Flick, 

2011). Research philosophies could contrast on the objectives of research and on the most ideal way 

that may be utilized to accomplish these objectives (Goddard & Melville, 2004). These are not needful 

at odds with one another, yet the choice of research philosophy is characterized by the sort of 

information being examined in the research project (May, 2011). Hence, understanding the research 
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philosophy being utilized could help clarify the assumptions inherent in the research procedure and 

how this fits the methodology being utilized. Depending on the research questions, authors would 

choose the compatible research philosophy. There are five common type of research philosophies 

being used in business and management including Positivism, Critical realism, Interpretivism, 

Postmodernism, and Pragmatism (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016) 

Interpretivism, progressed as a critique of positivism however from a subjectivist point of view. 

Interpretivism stresses that people are not quite the same as physical phenomena since they generate 

meaning. Interpretivists research those meanings. Interpretivism rose in the beginning and mid-

twentieth-century Europe, in the work of German, French and sometimes English thinkers, and is 

shaped of a few strands, most strikingly hermeneutics, phenomenology and symbolic interactionism 

(Crotty, 1998). Interpretivism contends that people and their social universes could not be examined 

similarly as physical worlds, and that in this manner social sciences research should be not quite the 

same as natural sciences research as opposed to attempting to emulate the latter. As various individuals 

of different cultural backgrounds, under various conditions and at different times create various 

meanings, thus generate and experience different social realities, interpretivists are critical of the 

positivist endeavors to find distinct, universal ‘laws’ that apply to everyone, or maybe they accept that 

rich insights into human (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). 

The purpose of interpretivist research is to generate more understandings and elucidations of social 

universes and contexts, and because the motivation behind this paper was to burrow further and get 

an insight into negative impact of gamification in E-learning of universities' students, which is regularly 

appropriate for an interpretive approach, the interpretivism was embraced as the research philosophy 

for this study. 

 

3.2. Research approach 

Research approaches are plans and the process for research that bridge from wide assumptions to 

detailed methodologies of collecting data, analysis, and interpretation. The choice of research 

approach depends on the nature of the research issue or problem being tended to, the analysts' 

experiences, and the audiences for the research (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). There are 3 main types 

of research including deduction, induction and abduction (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). In the 

event that the research begins by gathering data to explore a phenomenon and creating or build theory 
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(frequently as a conceptual framework), then utilizing an inductive approach could be reasonable. 

Because of its association with humanities and its accentuation on the significance of subjective 

interpretations, the induction is likely to be destined by the interpretivist philosophy (Saunders, Lewis, 

& Thornhill, 2016). Therefore, an inductive research was conducted to identify unnoticed possible 

downsides of gamification in E-learning that could provide insights to improve current measurements 

of outcomes of gamification in E-learning.  

 

3.3. Research Design 

In compare with research approach, research design is deliberate as an increasingly detailed system to 

develop the research (Malhotra, Birks, & Wills, 2012). It is a general plan of how researchers answer 

the research questions, containing the sources of data collection, the path of collecting and analyze 

data, just as the moral issues and limitations all through the execution of the research (Saunders, Lewis, 

& Thornhill, 2016).  As indicated by Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill (2016), a research design could be 

qualitative, quantitative research, or multiple methods research design that consolidates both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. In regards of research philosophy, while qualitative research 

design is commonly the outcome of interpretative paradigm, and quantitative research design regularly 

appends to the way of thinking of positivism, philosophical positions of realism and pragmatism often 

direct to multiple method research design (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). The key distinction 

between quantitative and qualitative research is the data collection. Specifically, quantitative 

examination centers around numeric data though qualitative research focuses on visual, oral, or textual 

data. Moreover, quantitative research design is more organized than most qualitative one (Babin & 

Zikmund, 2016). Babin and Zikmund (2016) further clarify that the qualitative research design is 

progressively appropriate when the researchers have less explicit research goals and wish to increase 

a more profound knowledge or new examples of the phenomena. In this paper, following the way of 

thinking of interpretivism with the point of looking for insights into the negative impact of 

Gamification in E-learning of universities' student, a qualitative research design was along these lines 

utilized. 

Research could be designed to accomplish either an exploratory, descriptive, explanatory or evaluative 

purpose, or a mix of these. An exploratory study is a worthwhile means to pose open inquiries to find 

what is happening and gain insights about a subject of interest. Research questions that are exploratory 
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are probably to start with 'What' or 'How'. An exploratory study is especially helpful if the researcher 

wishes to explain the comprehension of an issue, problem or phenomenon, for example, on the off 

chance that the authors are uncertain of its precise nature. In this research, the term "Gamification", 

"E-learning", and the topic "Gamification in E-learning" is quite new, thus the researches about the 

negative impact on Gamification in E-learning are not conducted carefully. There are lots of articles 

about Gamification in E-learning, but the authors mainly mention about the positive effectiveness, 

not the downsides. Moreover, due to the different culture which leads to the differences between 

preferences in Gamification mechanics, it urge an exploratory research to study the negative 

effectiveness of Gamification in E-learning. From the above perspectives, an exploratory qualitative 

research combined with an inductive approach was employed for this paper, because it was the most 

compatible design for this purpose. 

 

3.4. Data collection 

So as to address the proposed research questions, research projects generally require a mix of both 

primary and secondary data. This mixing collection method approach underpins the researchers to 

shape a progressively solid foundation for the research project by increasing an assortment of 

important data with respect to the topics (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011) and was along these lines utilized 

in this research. 

At the beginning, the authors used secondary data with an endeavor to increase a superior awareness 

about the topic and afterward to develop a theoretical structure for further examination (Malhotra, 

Birks, & Wills, 2012). These secondary data were gathered from past research, related papers, for 

example, peer-reviewed articles, published books, official reports, online papers to get a diagram of 

the notions. Google Scholar and Jönköping University's library that give a wide scope of scholastic 

papers were utilized as the fundamental sources for the author to retrieve data. Since the topic is about 

Gamification in E-learning, the following key terms were used for searching data: gamification, E-

learning, gamification in E-learning, effectiveness of Gamification, impact of gamification. 

Furthermore, following the paper of Babin and Zikmund (2016) with respect to the thought of 

dependability, trustworthiness, reliability and validity of the secondary data sources, the author 

concentrated on utilizing the peer-reviewed articles which were additionally cited by various different 

analysts while searching for relate secondary data. With regards to primary data in an exploratory 
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qualitative research, there are different techniques to collect primary data including in-depth interview, 

focus group, conversation, observation, and semi-structure interview. Babin and Zikmund (2016) 

express that there are choices in each phase of the research procedure. Subsequently, various 

resources, including time, money, and humanity ought to be taken into the consideration before 

processing the research. In this paper, disregarding being time consuming than other normal 

qualitative data collection techniques, the primary data were collected through the conduction of in-

depth interviews, which enabled the author to have further details of the examined phenomenon 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). With the utilization of this technique, the interviewers could 

support and animate the interviewees to openly express their considerations, emotions, and attitudes 

in regard to the topic. As such, it empowered the author to pick up the extensive knowledge from 

every member. Comparative with focus group, the job of interviewers in in-depth interviews is vital. 

In particular, it requires the interviewers not just be able to physically approach and develop the 

association with interviewees, yet additionally could take out the meaning from unstructured reactions 

of recorded interviews (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). 

 

3.5. Sampling 

There are two fundamental kinds of sampling methods, containing probability and non-probability 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). With respect to the probability technique, it gives every person 

in the population an equivalent possibility of getting chose. In this way, it could decrease most 

examining errors. In non-probability sampling technique, the probability of being picked of any person 

in the population is not clear. Therefore, there is a probability of sampling errors (Babin and Zikmund, 

2016). Notwithstanding, in business research, non-probability sampling technique is regularly used as 

it is difficult to have a complete list of population who are suitable for responding to the research 

questions and fit the researcher’s specific purposes (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). 

As indicated by Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill (2016), non-probability could be characterized into four 

fundamental groups, in particular, quota sampling, purposive sampling, volunteer sampling and 

haphazard which include an assortment of techniques inside each group. Specifically, with respect to 

the confined time and resources for process the research, the author decided to employ the purposive 

sampling method to collect the primary data. In this paper, the author would like to provide the 

maximum variation possible in the data collected by choosing participants who come from different 
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nationalities. Therefore, the author is enabled to collect data to describe and explain the themes that 

could be observed since the participants have different backgrounds and cultures. As all the reasons 

above, the heterogeneous sampling technique is utilized to choose the interviewees. The lists of 

participants with their demographics are shown in Table 2 

 

Table 2: Interviewees’ descriptions 

Name Age Gender Nationalities Program Major 

Participant 1 23 Female Vietnam Master International Marketing 

Participant 2 33 Male Vietnam Master International Marketing 

Participant 3 25 Female Germany Master Digital Business 

Participant 4 29 Male Germany Master Digital Business 

Participant 5 27 Male Germany Master Strategic Entrepreneurship 

Participant 6 24 Male Vietnam Master User Experience Design 

and IT Architecture 

Participant 7 24 Female Denmark Bachelor Prosthetics and Orthotics 

Participant 8 28 Male Denmark Bachelor Prosthetics and Orthotics 

Participant 9 23 Male Swedish Bachelor Biomedical Laboratory 

Science Focusing Clinical 

Physiology 

Participant 10 19 Male Vietnam Bachelor Marketing Management 

Participant 11 26 Male Chinese Bachelor Marketing Management 

Participant 12 25 Male Swedish Bachelor Marketing Management 

Participant 13 23 Male Indonesia Bachelor International Management 

Participant 14 23 Male Swedish Bachelor Datateknik, 

Mjukvaruutveckling och 

Mobila Plattformar 

Participant 15 23 Female Swedish Bachelor Civileconom 

Participant 16 28 Male Swedish Bachelor Logistics and management 
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All the participants had experiences about Gamification in E-learning before, especially Master 

students who experienced more than 1 platform.  

 

3.6. Execution of interviews 

Attributable to the idea of in-depth interview technique, the entirety of the 16 interview sessions were 

led individually with the participation of the interviewer alongside an interviewee each. All the sessions 

with non-Vietnamese students were conducted in English since the interviewees are studying at 

Jönköping University and they speak advance English, and the rest were conducted in Vietnamese. 

The interview sessions lasted from 20-40 minutes. Furthermore, the author has taken notes during the 

interviews, and all the Vietnamese sessions were translated into English. Since the author have lived 

in Sweden, interviews were either direct meeting with interviewees in Jönköping or via social App 

such as Skype. In detail, only 1 interview with participant 4 was conducted via Skype. In addition, the 

interviews were conducted one time with no follow up sessions afterward. Six interviews with Master 

students were recorded and other ten interview sessions were taken noted by the interviewee. 

So as to guarantee the data quality, two pilot interviews were conducted. The key reason for this 

movement was to explore potential issues just as to create a solution before leading real interviews 

(Babin & Zikmund, 2016). Through the pilot tests, the author not only had the option to guarantee 

the proposed inquiries, but also could cautiously consider, sort out, and reduce the perplexity just as 

confusion, hence the quality of the real interviews was improved as needs be (Stewart & Shamdasani, 

1990). With regards to the interview procedure, all the sessions were held in the spots or applications 

following the decision of the participants to keep up agreeable situations during the interviews as the 

place where the interviews conduct possibly affect to the collected data (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2012). At first, before posing specific and key questions, a presentation just as a short clarification 

were displayed so as to guarantee that the interviewees had a general comprehension in regard to the 

reason for this interview. They could be additionally requested the permission of being recorded owing 

the research ethics. Besides, the probing questions were likewise used during the sessions so as to 

promote the interviewees' interests and encourage them to share insights into what they have 

mentioned (Given, 2008). 
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3.7. Interview structure 

As different generations, backgrounds or occupations have different perspectives about learning, 

especially the modern terms such as E-learning and gamification, thus before asking questions 

concerned to focused topic, several questions regarding participants’ demographics were given. These 

questions play a role in engaging the participants, which not only encourages them but also initially 

explores the centered topic. 

Afterward, the conducted interviews contain 2 main topics: 

- The negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Motivation 

- The negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Engagement 

The factors of Motivation and Engagement that mentioned in section 2.3 and 2.4 were utilized to 

generate questions for interviews. As the interviewees are selected by purposing sampling methods, 

the interviewer first asked them demographic question. Following, several focuses questions were 

asked to discover the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on motivation and engagement. 

First, the questions about motivation were composed base on the ARCS-V model which mention 

about 5 factors of motivation in E-learning including Attention, Relevance, Confidence, Satisfaction 

and Volition. Similarity, to find out the negative impact on E-learning, the interviewee further inquired 

the 6 factors of engagement in E-learning including: Psychological motivation, Peer collaboration, 

Cognitive problem solving, Interactions with instructors, Community support, and Learning 

management. Besides, several extra questions were conducted for extra thoughts about the focused 

issue 

 

3.8. Data analysis 

While analyzing the data gathered through the interviews, there were a few stages included. To begin 

with, all interviews were transcribed so as to have better procedure and interpret the outcomes. The 

following stage was to analyze the translation utilizing a specific strategy relevant for the methodology 

of the study. As indicated by EasterbySmith et al., (2015) there are seven different analysis methods 

including grounded, narrative, visual, argument analysis, discourse, content and conversation. As this 

study is based on a relativistic and social constructionism philosophy, the author thought about both 

grounded and content analysis as proper analysis methods. In any case, as a content analysis could be 
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identified with a positivism structure, for instance, a quantifiable pathway, the author esteemed 

grounded analysis progressively fitting for this study. With a grounded analysis the author might 

remain progressively "open" and intuitive when analyzing the data which should upgrade the result of 

the study (EasterbySmith et al., 2015). As the information was dissected, the author had the option to 

"ground" theory as it emerged from the procedure of analyzing and interpreting the substance.  As 

the author is interested in looking at the negative side of Gamification in E-learning, the purpose with 

this method is to identify the codes and themes that could be further theorized in the empirical and 

analysis of the report. 

 

3.9. Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness criteria contain various aspects, for example, credibility, transferability, confirmability 

and dependability (Anney, 2014). The credibility demonstrates the truth of the finding of a paper 

(Anney, 2014). The author did the best endeavor to investigate data however much as could reasonably 

be expected from the interviewees so as to have the credibility for the findings.  

Regarding transferability, it is known as the examination results could be transferred to different 

settings just as different participants (Anney, 2014). So as to retain the transferability of the research, 

the author put a considerable exertion to gather thick data from interviewees, since it could support 

different researchers to evaluate whether the context of this investigation could fit different contexts 

(Anney, 2014). 

The Confirmability happens when the study is corroborated by different researchers (Anney, 2014). 

In any case, as this paper is a thesis processed by a Master student, the author made an endeavor to 

diminish misinformation however much as could be expected by guaranteeing interviewees' identity 

as well as reducing the interviewers' mistakes and bias. 

Dependability is comprehended as the findings could be solid over time (Anney, 2014). So as to have 

this dependability, the author endeavored at encouraging and invigorating interviewees to express their 

emotions, thoughts, just as to give their suggestions during the interview sessions. As it were, the 

author would like to guarantee that all the gathered data could efficiently support the research. The 

data coding was carefully finished so as to acquire exact findings. 
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3.10. Ethical considerations 

Ethical issues are the critical issues when processing a research. Usually, these issues allude to the 

embarrassment, mischief, or material drawback that the study could be subjected (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2016). In this way, they are cautiously considered by the author all through the research. 

First, all the data identified with interviewees' character is kept confidential. Even more, they were 

willful to take an interest in the interviews. As a certain interview was conducted via social media 

platform, for example Skype, the author likewise requested his permission before recording the 

interviews. Prior to conducting the interviews, they likewise were informed about the reason for this 

investigation just as were guaranteed to be anonymous all through the study. 

 

4. Findings 

4.1. The negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Motivation 

4.1.1. Attentions 

The term refers to the degree of curiosity and attention of the learners toward to instructional material. 

In this factor, the author tried to find out which game components or game dynamic would not grab 

the learners’ attention. The findings in this factor are various and interesting since all the participants 

(P) have different types of curiosity. At first, the common answer is: 

I would like to immerse myself into the world of E-learning platform, so if the design of leaderboards 

or points system is not attractive, it would be a minus point that make me not interested in the platform 

anymore because of the unprofessional feature.   (P 1,2,3,4,6,10 ,12, 15, and 16) 

In contrast, P 5 and 11 express the opposite opinion: 

I want the leaderboard to be visible because if I see my close friend is in the course, I may want to learn 

that course. Otherwise, I could choose other courses. 

On the other hand, learners seemed to concern about the competition as P 1 and 3 indicated: 

The leaderboards show detail about my name and background, so I feel stressful to continue studying 

because I just want to feel relax, comfortable when studying. 

Meanwhile, P 2,6,8 cared more about the rewards of the exercises: 
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Whenever I do an exercise, I look at the rewards or points that the system gives me. If its small, I 

won’t be motivated to do it. 

Another attention applied for P 7, 13 and 14 is about the people that study with them: 

I always check the information of the guys who are the top of the leaderboards, if they are heavy leading 

on badges or points, then it is pointless for me to compete with them. I like the fair game better. 

Besides, P 4,9, and 10 show their opinion in innovation: 

I feel bored when the design of the leaderboards or the whole platform is not updated, then I will find 

other platform to study. 

 

4.1.2. Relevance 

The term refers to whether the learner is likely to perceive any personal benefit from the course 

regarding to motive or objective achievement. For examples, perceiving present and future worth or 

showing relevant successful people in the course to increase motivation. 

The finding in this section is poor due to the fact that this factor is mainly driven by the design of the 

E-learning platform rather than the gamification itself. There was only 1 point that indicated by P 2: 

It was a challenge extra relevant exercise when I finish 1 task to earn more points for my accounts, 

but it was too hard with limited time, so I don’t even want to look at it. 

 

4.1.3. Confident 

The term refers to the degree of belief that the students think they will be success. In this case, 

gamification could make students become less confident. P 1 and 4 express:  

Again, if the leaderboard displays a huge gap between top 1 and other, I would feel stress and would 

not want to join the course. 

Similarity, P 3,4, and 5 express the same thoughts but for the “level” game mechanic: 

When I see people with high levels in the course, I don’t feel confident enough to enroll to the course to 

compete with them. 
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On the other hands, P 16 indicate that he does not like competing in general: 

I don’t like competing in general, so I hate the feature of mini leaderboards which make you to compete 

to get points for every exercise or activity. 

Meanwhile, P 10 and 11 are more concern about the bill: 

Premium memberships have more feedbacks from the teachers than the regular one. I like the fair game, 

but not pay to win. 

Besides, the mechanic “challenge” was mentioned by P 4: 

When the challenge activities are out of our knowledge and I can’t complete it while others can, I feel 

stupid and lost my confident. 

 

4.1.4. Satisfaction 

People get satisfaction through their achievements throughout the E-learning course. However, 

sometime gamification got a negative side as indicated by P 11: 

In the E-learning platform that I have learnt, I can unlock new feature with the points I earn from 

completing exercise. However, I need to have lots of points to unlock them. This make me feel stupid 

and don’t really care more about this feature 

Many participants care about the technical issue of the game mechanic feature because they had the 

same problem before (P 1,2, 6, and 10): 

Once I got many points from my account but the sever got lag, then the website is under maintenance, 

and after that, all my points are gone. This is annoying. 

Besides, a special case happened to P 3: 

When I was in bachelor program, I had to pay for a stimulation program which make me become a 

manufacturer who competes with my classmates. The stimulation has 6 rounds of adjusting figures in 

order to make my company occupied more market share or make more profits. However, I lost every 
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round, but I need to finish the course, then I feel bad and I don’t think that the game of stimulation is 

fun even though I had to pay money for that. 

Moreover, the update feature is also the concern of P 9,12, and 14: 

I hate when the website is updated, and they adjust the points systems which make learners need to put 

more time to earn 

In contrary, keeping the old platform and not changing anything is also make students feel 

demotivated as implied by P 10:  

I studied on Duolingo, but at that time the platform had not have updated for 1 months, that make 

me feel bored and wanted to try a new platform. 

 

4.1.5. Volition 

There are many game mechanics which make students would like to procrastinate or give up the study, 

for examples, the points or level systems: (according to P 7 and 8): 

The higher level I have, the more exercise I need to complete to level up, that idea make me feel bore 

when studying, and not as motivated as the beginning. 

Meanwhile, some competitive participants such as P 2 and 6 have other point of view: 

I always want to be a top of the leaderboards, but when it takes too much effort and time, I will lose 

my interest and don’t want to continue studying because I know that I will not be the top student . 

 

4.2. The negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Engagement 

4.2.1. Peer collaboration 

The E-platform used the points system to encourage students to collaborate with each other in order 

to complete the tasks or assignments. However, there are lots of reasons that the participants do not 

want to co-operate with their teammates. Therefore, the gamification in this case is become useless 

and even become a bad factor: 
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 My teammate is not co-operated with me from the beginning (P1) 

 My teammate has negative attitude (P1,2,3,4) 

 My teammate is lazy (P5) 

 My teammate does not have any specific goal or not the same with me (P2) 

 My teammate is too bossy (P3,6) 

 My teammate refuses to communicate with me (P4,7) 

 My teammate does not listen to me (P 1, 8) 

 My teammate cannot agree with me on an opinion (P 11, 12, 14) 

My teammate is missing the basic knowledge, and I don’t have time to explain to him/her (P 15) 

 My teammate ignores me (P 16) 

 My teammate fixes the assignment without telling me (P 10) 

I am not confident enough or not ready to co-operate with people (P 13, 16) 

 

4.2.2. Cognitive problem solving 

Student would engage the study themselves in the event that they could studying by their own style to 

analyze and apply the knowledge. In this case, P3 and 4 mention about the game mechanic “challenge”: 

When I tried to apply a theory into an exercise, the system gives me 3 chances to attempt, but some 

time I failed all 3 times and I can’t try more. This make me feel useless, frustrate and lose confident 

in myself for a period of time. 

In the same way, P5 and 13 further elaborated: 

The E-platform challenge us to solve the real-life problem based on the exercise I solve before in a 

limited time. In most case, I fail to solve and understand the problems which led me to confusing and 

giving up. 
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4.2.3. Interaction with instructors 

Even in the Internet based platform, the instructors are usually the factor which encourages student 

to engage study. There are several game mechanics applied in this case to increase the engagement of 

students, however, those application could go wrong in the opposite way. P 11 said: 

I got points whenever I ask the teacher a question. However, my friend take advantage of that, and 

just try to create silly questions to earn the fake points. 

On the other hands, P 15 dissatisfying with the paying system” 

People get faster feedback from professor if they pay to be a premium member. I feel the study is not 

fair anymore and wanted to quit. 

 

4.2.4. Community support 

The feeling of belonging makes learners engage more to the study. However, several applied game 

mechanics lead to the negative effect. P 11 expressed: 

We have a group discussion during the E-course when everyone will get point for each comment with 

more than 150 words. Thus, people were just spamming to earn points instead of helping each other. 

Similarity, P 2 show the same points of view: 

When I studied English in the E-learning platform of university, people can earn points through giving 

comments to each other. Hence, so many unenthusiastic comments were given out, and that ruined the 

purpose of the subject.  

 

4.2.5. Learning management 

By managing schedule by their own, student could have more reason to engage study. Nevertheless, 

in a specific way, P 6 stated: 
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The more I learn, the more point I have, and those points could transfer to exchange points which use 

for priority of studying aboard in 1 year. I was planned to learn 3 courses at the same time, and I get 

addicted to study. By that, I ignore friends and sit in my room the whole day. 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1. The negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Motivation 

From the empirical data, the participants providing interesting implicit negative effect of gamification 

in E-learning on Motivation factors.  As was discussed in the methodological framework of this study, 

the participants were chosen as the university students who are familiar with modern terms such as 

E-learning and Gamification. Thus, they gave the clear insights about the negative effect of 

Gamification base on the ARCS-V model.  

 

5.1.1. Attention 

Gamification design is made to grab students’ attention at the beginning. Nonetheless, the implicit 

negative points were expressed, for examples, the poor appearance design of leader board or points 

system could lead student to boredom to which outcome they could leave the platform. P 1,2,3,4,6, 

10, 12,15, and 16) all thought that if the design is poor, the E-learning platform itself is not professional 

and not worth the time invested for them.  

I would like to immerse myself into the world of E-learning platform, so if the design of leaderboards 

or points system is not attractive, it would be a minus point that make me not interested in the platform 

anymore because of the unprofessional feature.   (P 1,2,3,4,6,10 ,12, 15, and 16) 

Regarding the leaderboards feature, students decide whether they would to choose the course or not 

because of personal needs. For P 5 and 11, they study because of their friend. 

I want the leaderboard to be visible because if I see my close friend is in the course, I may want to learn 

that course. Otherwise, I could choose other courses 

 However, in other way, P 1 and 3 are the type of person who does not want to compete, they just 

want to enjoy the relax moment while studying, completing the tasks without anyone’s notice. 
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The leaderboards show detail about my name and background, so I feel stressful to continue studying 

because I just want to feel relax, comfortable when studying 

Those 3 answers support the finding of Bernik, A., Radošević, D., & Bubaš, G. (2017) that using of 

the elements of computer games (gamification) could be a meaningful way to increase student 

motivation and improve the educational effectiveness of online courses. However, in the gap of this 

paper, the authors suspected that whether or not the students’ responsibilities impact on their 

motivation. In this case, due to the gamification preference of each participants, they could decide to 

be interest in the E-learning platform or not. 

In the similar way, P 7,13, and 14 cared more about the people they study with. Thus, the decision 

was made by the factor of people which could displayed by the leaderboards design 

I always check the information of the guys who is the top of the leaderboards, if he or she is heavy 

leading on badges or points, then it is pointless for me to compete with them. I like the fair game 

Another feature of gamification to grab the attention of students are rewards or innovation. If those 

requirements are not meet the expectations of students, they would not choose the course at the 

beginning.  

Whenever I do an exercise, I look at the rewards or points that the system gives me. If its small, I 

won’t be motivated to do it (P 2,6, and 8) 

I feel bored when the design of the leaderboards or the whole platform is not updated, then I will find 

other platform to study (P4,9, and 10) 

In the previous study, Fazamin, Ali, Saman, & Yusoff (2015) stated that Gamification has positive 

effect on students’ motivation when used in E-learning applications by examining 24 students base on 

ARCS+G model. However, due to the constraint in the population test, and analysis of the 

examination, the possible implicit negative effects has been not found out. As I could see the answers 

of all participants were fill this gap relatively. In short, gamification could heavily grab the attention of 

the student in E-learning platform in a negative way. 

 

5.1.2. Relevance 
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A fruitful E-learning course design must build up Relevance so as to persuade students. To achieve 

this, E-learning experts are urged to utilize language, analogies or stories to which the student could 

relate. The following Relevance strategies were recommended by Keller in the ARCS-V model of 

inspiration. First, Permitting students to set up connections of the new information displayed and 

what they already know from past experience, is an extremely effective inspirational strategy since it 

gives students a feeling of "progression" that keeps them spurred, as it causes them to understand that 

they are truly extending their knowledge base. The way that they accept that learning is effective, and 

not a waste of time, keeps them occupied with the E-learning course and is viewed as one of the top 

motivational components. Second, students are motivated when the E-learning course fit their needs 

of perceiving present worth or future usefulness. Besides, set a model and offer presentations by the 

individuals who may present them a model of progress. Realizing that others have effectively applied 

the specific piece of knowledge or expertise presented, encourage students to see the E-learning course 

as helpful and as the initial move towards their own example of success story (Pappas, 2015). Hence, 

Relevance factor is driven by the E-learning platform itself rather than relating to gamification. 

Nonetheless, P2 encounter an extra challenge exercise where he could earn more point, but the 

challenge was too hard for him to solve. 

In brief, gamification rarely show the negative effect on Relevance factor. 

 

5.1.3. Confident 

Instructional designers of the E-learning platform ought to instill a feeling of confidence in students 

by helping them to accept that they could succeed. In the event that students feel as if they would not 

have the option to achieve their objectives, at that point this would diminish their motivation. 

Gamification, in this situation, sometime prevent students to achieve their goals accidentally. For 

examples for the people who like competing as P 1,3,4,5, if the leaderboards the leaderboard displays 

a huge gap between top 1 and others in levels or ranking or points, they would feel stress, losing 

confident to compete which lead to quit the course. Moreover, sometime the challenge exercise for 

them is too hard, which means those students could not solve the problem and not receive any extra 

points for that, they would feel stupid and be demotivated by blaming themselves. For those people 

who does not like competing, the leaderboard would become their enemy which force them into an 

uncomfortable circumstance. Besides, in some E-learning platform, clients could pay money to be a 
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premium member who has more right with new unlock feature. This makes the competition between 

individuals become unfair as in the case of P 10 and 11: 

Premium memberships have more feedback from the teachers than the regular one. I like the fair game, 

but not pay for win 

When analyzing the impact of gamification environment on E-learning system by looking at student's 

quantitative interaction, Amriani, Aji, Utomo, & Junus, (2014) allude that removing gamification 

causes significant decrement on student participation while adding gamification had no significant 

impact. In this case, by adding game elements into the E-learning course might raise the interest of 

students and parallelly cause the demotivation which decrease the confident of learners as the 

interviewees mentioned above. In addition, the finding of the interviews on the confident factor could 

also fill the gap in the literature of Amriani, Aji, Utomo, and Junus that different character of every 

member may influence the outcome, as it impacts the discussion and communication of every 

individuals. In short, gamification could impact hugely on the confident of students in a negative way. 

 

5.1.4. Satisfaction 

By achieving goals, completing tasks in learning, students tend to proud and satisfy of themselves. In 

the contrast, if the goals are set too high in comparison with students’ abilities, they would instead feel 

demotivated and frustrated. Thus, in the same way for the challenges which are exceed students’ 

knowledge as in the specific case of P 3 

When I was in bachelor program, I had to pay for a stimulation program which make me become a 

manufacturer who competes with my classmates. The stimulation has 6 rounds of adjusting figures in 

order to make my company occupied more market share or make more profits. However, I lost every 

round, but I need to finish the course, then I feel reluctant and I don’t think that the game of stimulation 

is fun even though I had to pay money for that. 

Besides, several implicit negative effects were explored. For examples, the new patch or update feature 

are the reason to increase students’ motivation. However, if the updates are not fit individuals demand, 

the outcome would go into opposite direction. For examples, points levels are become harder to earn 

so that the students need to invest more time and effort than before. Not to mention, when the 
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platform got a technical issue, all the points earned from completing tasks are deleted that cause the 

students angry and unsatisfied. 

In the experiments of 55 students of Strmečki, Bernik, Radošević (2015), the study showed that several 

gamified design elements are found suited for E-learning (including points, badges, trophies, 

customization, leader boards, levels, progress tracking, challenges, feedback, social engagement loops 

and the freedom to fail). Finding of experiment stated that students enrolled in the gamified version 

of the online module achieved greater learning success. However, as I could observe from the answers 

of interviewees, those game elements could bring the negative effect due to different characteristics 

of each individual. Hence this finding relatively fills the gap that a key for successful gamification usage 

is the good determination of design components and collaboration of specialists in the fields of 

education, technology, pedagogy, design and finance. Briefly, negative effect of game mechanic on 

Satisfaction factor are noticeable.  

 

5.1.5. Volition 

To keep studying without procrastination or giving up, many sub-supervisions need to be required. In 

term of gamification, point or level systems could accidentally be the cause of negative impact. In the 

case of P7 and 8, they have reached the high level in the E-learning platform and still pay attention to 

these features, track them as the tool to motivate studying. Nonetheless, the higher level they have, 

the more time and efforts they need to invest for level up. Other points system in which points are 

work as a credit or fake money. Student could use those points to unlock new feature or buy things 

in the field of study. However, some items which fit students’ demand, but they are way too expensive. 

On other points of view, P 2 and 6 illustrate about the challenge 

I always want to be a top of the leaderboards, but when it takes too much effort and time, I will feel 

distracted and lose my interest and don’t want to continue studying because I know that I will not be 

the top student 

According to Urh, Vukovic, Jereb, & Pintar, (2015), With proper integration of gamification in the 

field of E-learning into higher education, a positive impact on the learning process can be achieved, 

such as higher satisfaction, motivation and greater engagement of students. Afterward, students could 

keep up their goals and motivation to continue the study journey. However, again, the proper 
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integration needs to be personalized to fit each individual such as P,2,6,7,8. This finding concretes the 

fact that more noteworthy integration of personalization about gamification in E-learning need to be 

researched in the future. In brief, gamification have noticeable negative impact on E-learning. 

 

5.2. The negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Engagement 

5.2.1. Peer collaboration 

By adding point system into peer assignment (peer exercise gets earn more points), gamification would 

help student to engage study. However, in the empirical finding, if the teammate of student is bad, 

these game mechanics are not their concern. There are lots of reason for student not to co-operate 

with the teammate due to the disagreement: The teammate is either lazy, too bossy, not co-operate 

from beginning, has negative attitude, does not have the same goals, does not listen, refuse to 

communicate, or missing basic knowledge. 

Amriani, A., Aji, A. F., Utomo, A. Y., & Junus, K. M. (2014) indicated that applying gamification idea 

could build an engagement in E-learning condition for students. However, the gap of this study is 

shown that sometime students do not care about the gamification but the people they work with. 

Again, because of the different from characteristics of each individual, the gamified elements would 

whether become useful or not in term of peer collaboration. In short, gamification seems not to effect 

observably in Peer collaboration factor 

 

5.2.2. Cognitive problem solving 

By acquiring, understanding and utilizing knowledge they learn, student would more likely to engage 

study themselves. Thus, in the circumstances of interviewees, point system and challenge mechanic 

are added to the E-learning platform to encourage students engage study themselves. However, some 

platform only gives several attempts for students to try 

When I tried to apply a theory into an exercise, the system gives me 3 chances to attempt, but some 

time I failed all 3 times and I can’t try more. This make me feel useless, frustrate and lose confident 

in myself for a period of time 
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Besides, the limited time mechanic would also challenge student to solve problem under pressure. Yet 

if the pressure or the challenge is too high, learners would feel frustrate, confuse and give up. 

The distinction of individual characteristics leads to the fact that some students think the study courses 

are too hard which cause them to experience problem on following exercise. Not to mentioned, while 

there is likewise phrase that the learners felt that the gamified elements are great because they could 

solve the exercises in the course easily. Amriani, Aji, Utomo, & Junus, (2014) alluded that gamification 

improves client engagement by advancing the framework with the game design components. 

However, the finding of this thesis proves that in some cases, those game components caused the 

demotivation and made the students feel stressful. In brief, the negative effect in this factor in at the 

slight level 

 

5.2.3. Interaction with instructor 

With the presence of teachers, student would feel assured when they need help. Hence, adding points 

system would facilitate interacting between students and structures, then lead to the increasing the 

study engagement. However, in the negative sides, in E-learning course with the help of technology, 

teachers must interact and give feedback to lots of students at the same time. Therefore, some student 

takes advantage of that to earn more points as stated by P 11: 

I got points whenever I ask the teacher a question. However, my friend take advantage of that, and 

just try to create silly questions to earn the fake points 

Besides, people could also pay money to receive faster feedbacks and comments, which would create 

unfair study environment. Nonetheless, studying in E-learning platform required students to be 

independent and teach is just one of source of support. Thus, the attitude of participant when 

answering questions about this factor is that they did not care much about the instructor. These 

findings above relatively fill the gap in the paper of Bernik, Bubaš, & Radošević, (2018), who pointed 

out that it might display a challenge for teachers who need advance abilities for the utilization of 

gamification instructional method and technology. The teachers were new with technologies and could 

not recognize all the fake comments or choose which student should be prioritized.  
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5.2.4. Community support  

As another source of support for students, the community create a belonging need for learners and 

encourage them to keep engage studying. Unlike instructors, community environments are more 

informal, flexible and comfortable that attract students to get involve in. Gamification in this situation 

could bring negative effect due to the bad attitudes of the members. 

We have a group discussion during the E-course when everyone will get point for each comment with 

more than 150 words. Thus, people were just spamming to earn points instead of helping each other 

(P11) 

When I studied English in the E-learning platform of university, people can earn points through giving 

comments to each other. Hence, so many unenthusiastic comments were given out, and that ruined the 

purpose of the subject (P2) 

 

5.2.5. Learning management 

Gamification in general facilitate customizing the learning schedule and learning plan for students. All 

the interviewed participants had not shown the negative attitude toward this factor except P 6 with a 

specific trait:  

The more I learn, the more point I have, and those points could transfer to exchange points which use 

for priority of studying aboard in 1 year. I was planned to learn 3 courses at the same time, and I get 

addicted to study. By that, I ignore friends and sit in my room the whole day. 

In conclusion, Gamification brings the positive effect in Learning Management rather than negative 

one. 

 

5.3. Theoretical Implication 

The contributions of this research to existing literature have been in identifying two distinct themes 

clarifying the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning including Motivation and Engagement. 

For that matter, this research contributes to the debate about the effectiveness of Gamification in E-

learning field. As limited research thus far have addresses the negative effect of Gamification in E-
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learning, this thesis has aimed to fulfill this gap.  Additionally, with the exploring content, the thesis 

contributes a better comprehensive view about gamification, facilitates further research on this 

modern topic in the future. 

 

5.4. Managerial implications 

Over the years, technology has revolutionized the world and daily lives. Technology has created 

amazing tools and resources, putting useful information at our fingertips including gamification. With 

the exploring of the negative effect, the thesis could contribute to the managers of E-learning website 

the knowledge of how to enhance, improve, maintain and update the framework of the platform. 

Similarity, the thesis provides insights for managers who are trying to develop gamification system in 

other field such as business 

 

5.5. Limitation 

Despite the exertion of the author to provide the highest conceivable results, the limitation of time 

and resources causes a few delimitations and limitations in the thesis. By concentrating only on the 

learners in Jönköping University, the examination may conceivably miss specific viewpoints of 

individuals from other areas. Also, in spite of the fact that the author has attempted to choose 

members from various segment factors, within a qualitative approach, the discoveries could not 

determine the contrast between every segment classification. 

To have an insight into the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning, an in-depth interview 

technique is utilized in this study. Because of time and financial limitations, several interviews were 

recorded via online platforms which challenged the interviewers in catching feelings and expressions 

of the interviewees. 

 

5.6. Further research 

The purpose of this thesis was to explore the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning in the eyes 

of University student. The author undertook a qualitative approach to this subject to gain in-depth 

knowledge about the effectiveness of Gamification. Whereas it has gained the author considerable in-
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depth knowledge about the subject of effectiveness of Gamification, it does however require more 

data from a quantitative approach in order to validate the result of the negative effect.   

Besides, the target sample of this study is small, thus, a similar research with bigger scope would bring 

the comprehensive views about the Gamification in E-learning. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this thesis, the author has explored the negative effect of gamification in E-learning on Motivation 

and Engagement in the eyes of university students. The subject was chosen due to the implicit 

knowledge about negative effect of Gamification in E-learning platform. Gamification in E-learning 

is a new concept and its effectiveness is assessed through 2 main themes: (1) the negative effect on 

Motivation and (2) the negative effect on Engagement. 

Within the scope of the negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on Motivation, the results 

indicate that gamification has remarkable effect on Attention, Confidence, Satisfaction and Volition 

of students while slightly degree of impact is applying for Relevance. In detail, Gamification could 

make students got bored, losing interest, confidence, feel demotivated, helplessness, stressful, stupid, 

annoying, unfair, uncomfortable, reluctant, distracted and want to give up. In the theme of 

Engagement, gamification has the noticeable negative impact on Community Support factor, slightly 

impact on Peer Collaboration and Cognitive Problem solving, and almost no effect on Interact with 

Instructor and Learning Management factor. In particular, gamification could make learners feel 

useless, frustrate, confusing, and want to give up  

The findings of the thesis complemented the literatures in the way that using of the elements of 

computer games (gamification) could be a meaningful way to increase student motivation and improve 

the educational effectiveness of online courses. On the other hand, as the purpose to find out the 

negative effect of Gamification in E-learning, the finding illustrated several contradictions to the 

literatures. For examples, game elements could bring the negative effects (such as demotivation, 

stressful, …) due to different characteristics of each individual while previous studies showed that 

students enrolled in the gamified version of the online module achieved greater learning success. In 

some cases, students do not even care about the gamification but the people they work with.  Besides, 

the finings supported the literatures to fill the gaps such as: population test; the fact that different 

character of every student may influence the outcome of research, as it impacts the discussion and 

communication of every individuals; and showing the difficulties in adopting abilities of teachers. 
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Appendix:  

Interview question 

1. Can you tell me a little bit about yourself (Where are you from, what are you studying and how old 

are you)? 

2. Have you ever heard about Gamification and E-learning? 

3. There are some popular game mechanics of gamification in E-learning, what do you like and what 

don't you like? (Points, Badges. Levels, Challenges, Virtual Goods, Leaderboards, Gifts)? Any specific 

reason? 

4. There are also several game dynamics of gamification in E-learning, what do you like and what don't 

you like? (Reward, Status, Achievements, Self-expressions, Competition, Altruism)? Any specific 

reason? 

5. Which game mechanics/dynamic grab your attention? 

6. Which game mechanics/dynamic make you become less confident? 

7. What make you feel dissatisfy about the gamification? 

8. What make you keep studying online? 

9. When don’t you want to co-operate with your teammate while studying? 

10. When do you want to study or work on assignment on your own style? 

11. When don’t you want to meet the teacher? 

12. How much do you feel you belong to the community of your E-learning platform? How much 

does it affect you in term of motivation and engagement? 

13. When do you want to study only alone? 

14. What is your motivation for study? 

15. When do you want to quit study a program or a course? 

16. If you can change one thing about the gamification in the E-learning platform, what would you 

change? 
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Table with identified theme and corresponding codes 

Codes Themes 

Attention 

Relevance 

Confidence 

Satisfaction 

Volition 

Negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on 

Motivation 

Peer Collaboration 

Cognitive Problem Solving 

Interaction with Instructors 

Community support 

Learning Management 

Negative effect of Gamification in E-learning on 

Engagement 
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